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Abstract: Phosphite (Phi)-containing products are marketed for their antifungal and nutritional
value. Substantial evidence of the anti-fungal properties of Phi on a wide variety of plants has been
documented. Although Phi is readily absorbed by plant leaves and/or roots, the plant response to Phi
used as a phosphorus (P) source is variable. Negative effects of Phi on plant growth are commonly
observed under P deficiency compared to near adequate plant P levels. Positive responses to Phi
may be attributed to some level of fungal disease control. While only a few studies have provided
evidence of Phi oxidation through cellular enzymes genetically controlled in plant cells, increasing
evidence exists for the potential to manipulate plant genes to enhance oxidation of Phi to phosphate
(Pi) in plants. Advances in genetic engineering to sustain growth and yield with Phi + Pi potentially
provides a dual fertilization and weed control system. Further advances in genetic manipulation of
plants to utilize Phi are warranted. Since Phi oxidation occurs slowly in soils, additional information
is needed to characterize Phi oxidation kinetics under variable soil and environmental conditions.

Keywords: phosphorus; phosphite; plant disease; plant nutrition; genetics; soil chemistry

1. Introduction

Although phosphate (Pi) fertilizers are initially soluble in soils, H2PO4
−/HPO4

2−

adsorption and precipitation reactions can substantially reduce their availability to and
recovery by crops. Reduced phosphorus (P) compounds containing phosphite (Phi) have
been investigated since the 1930s as potential sources to meet P requirements of crops [1,2].
Because these early results demonstrated that H2PO3

−/HPO3
2− oxidation to plant avail-

able Pi was a slow process, few reduced P products were developed. Interest in the use of
reduced P compounds in agriculture increased in the 1970s when it was shown that Phi
compounds exhibited antifungal properties particularly with Oomycetes fungi [3]. Over
the last several decades, Phi-based fungicide products were widely integrated into agri-
cultural plant disease management programs. Because of significantly less complex and
costly approval processes required for fertilizers compared to fungicides, many Phi-based
products are often labeled as biostimulants or fertilizers, while they still maintain activity
in suppressing fungal diseases [4]. A number of recent studies have indicated phytotoxicity
related yield losses with Phi-based products. The purpose of this review is to summarize
the pertinent scientific literature related to the use of Phi as a nutrient and/or fungicide
source in plant production. As fertilizer industry marketing materials increasingly support
Phi as a potential P source, this review provides a comprehensive summary of the Phi/Pi
chemistry and reaction in soil, metabolism in plants, and use as a nutrient and fungicide
source. Several research needs are suggested to enhance the future potential of Phi as a
plant nutrient source.

2. Reduced Phosphorus Chemistry in Soil

Phosphorus occurs in seven oxidation states including phosphate (+5), phosphite (+3),
hypophosphite (+1), elemental phosphorus (0), tetraphosphide (−0.5), diphosphide (−2),
and phosphide (−3). Reduced P species represent any of the above with <+5 oxidation
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state. Phosphate (H2PO4
−, HPO4

2−) is widely distributed in the biosphere, hydrosphere,
and lithosphere and is an essential nutrient in diverse organisms. Only a few reduced P
forms exist in nature (Table 1).

Phosphite (H2PO3
−; HPO3

2−) represents the inorganic salt of phosphorous acid (H3PO3).
In phosphite, the P atom is in the +3 oxidation state, compared to +5 in phosphate, where
an oxygen (O) atom has been replaced by a non-ionizable hydrogen (H) atom (Figure 1).
When an “H” in phosphate, phosphite, or hyposphosphite is replaced with carbon (C), the
species are termed phosphate ester, phosphonate, or phosphinate, respectively. All three species
occur in organic matter and living organisms. Although relatively rare, phosphides are
naturally occurring in the earth under highly reduced conditions [5,6]. Phosphine (H3P)
can be emitted as an atmospheric trace gas under anaerobic conditions common in waste
sludge and manure, reduced sediments and soils, and landfills [7]. Thus, H3P is formed
naturally during the anaerobic decomposition of organic matter, and subsequent adsorption
to mineral surfaces can reduce its release to the atmosphere. It is likely that organisms
with the ability to utilize reduced P may be at an ecological advantage in “O” limiting
conditions. Excellent reviews of reduced phosphorus compounds and reactions in soils
and sediments include Pasek [8], Morton and Edwards [9], Hanrahan [5], and Lindsay [10].

Figure 1. Structural differences between phosphate ester and phosphonate/phosphinate species. The ester
contains P-O-C and the reduced phosphorus species contain P-C, where “R” represents a carbon
chain of variable structures.

Table 1. Common phosphorus compounds and ions in the environment.

Phosphorus Form 1 Chemical Formula Redox
State 2

Dissociation Reaction
(in H2O) Ka 3

phosphoric acid H3PO4

+5

H3PO4 � H2PO4
− + H+ 10−2.15

phosphate H2PO4
−, HPO4

2−
H2PO4

− � HPO4
2− + H+ 10−7.2

HPO4
2− � PO4

3− + H+ 10−12.35

phosphorous acid
(phosphonic acid) H3PO3

+3
H3PO3� H2PO3

− + H+ 10−1.5

phosphite (phosphonate) H2PO3
−, HPO3

2− H2PO3
− � HPO3

2− + H+ 10−6.79

hypophosphorus acid H3PO2

+1 H3PO2� H2PO2
− + H+ 10−1.1hypophosphite

(phosphinate) H2PO2
−

phosphine H3P
−3

phosphonium H4P+

1 P-C species in parentheses; 2 P oxidation state; 3 dissociation constant [10].
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Although similarities between the two molecules (Phi and Pi) cause confusion in
understanding how each reacts in the plant, differences in oxidation state, size, and charge
suggest that Phi does not substitute for Pi in the majority of biochemical reactions. McDon-
ald [11] provides an excellent description of how the structural differences between Phi
and Pi strongly influence their binding to the surface of enzymes specific to Pi metabolism.
While both Pi and Phi have a tetrahedral coordinated structure (Figure 1), Pi is symmetrical,
resulting in a uniform charge distribution in the ion. In contrast, the asymmetry related to
the P-H bond in Phi results in a non-uniform or slightly polar charge distribution. With Pi,
each side of the tetrahedron has an equal chance of binding to an enzyme surface, where
the remaining “O” atom protrudes from the enzyme surface. In Phi, only one side of the
tetrahedron can bind with the enzyme surface, with the remaining “H” exposed. Appar-
ently, this difference between Pi and Phi interaction with the enzyme surface prevents Phi
from participating in the same enzyme activated reactions associated with Pi metabolism.

The effect of solution pH on the relative concentrations of Pi and Phi ions in solution
is determined by their aqueous dissociation constant (Ka) (Table 1). With Pi, for example,
the common species in soil solution over the normal pH range of 3 to10 are H2PO4

− and
HPO4

2− (Figure 2). With a Ka of 10−7.2, concentration of H2PO4
− = HPO4

2− at pH 7.2 [10].
Below pH 7.2, H2PO4

− is the dominant anion in solution, whereas above pH 7.2, HPO4
2−

is the dominant species. This is not a particularly important distinction, since plants readily
absorb either Pi form. In the soil pH range of 3 to 10, H3PO4 and PO4

3− would not exist.
Similar relationships can be developed for Phi (Figure 3). In this case, H2PO3

− = HPO3
2−

at pH 6.8, and H3PO3 would not exist under the normal soil pH range of 3 to10.

Figure 2. Distribution of phosphate species in water as influenced by pH. Shaded area represents
normal range in soil pH.
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Figure 3. Distribution of phosphite species in water as influenced by pH. Shaded area represents
normal range in soil pH.

Under typical pH (3–10) and redox (≥−600 mV) conditions on the Earth surface, the
most stable P species should be Pi (Figure 4). The redox potential of Phi oxidation to Pi
is approximately -690 mV [12]. Therefore, reduced P should not exist in soil. However,
reduced P species have been measured, where Phi and hypophosphite maintain some stability
under aerobic conditions [8,13–15]. Figure 4 illustrates that under extreme anaerobic and
acidic aquatic environments (e.g., acid mine spoil drainage) H3PO3 is potentially stable.
Although chemical thermodynamic considerations predict that reduced P species would
not be stable, redox kinetics is not considered. Likely, oxidation of reduced P species is
slow, allowing them to exist and be measured.
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Figure 4. Influence of pH and oxidation (Eh) on Phi and Pi species in solution. Area in white
represents current atmospheric conditions, red represents reduced conditions, and blue is highly
oxidized (not common under normal atmospheric conditions).

Although Phi is more soluble than Pi, Phi is thermodynamically unstable or reactive,
but kinetically stable. The rate-limiting step in Phi oxidation is the P–H bond (Figure 1),
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which requires ~370 kJ to break. Thus, Phi is stable under mildly reducing conditions
that remove oxidants from solution (Figure 4). As stated earlier, oxidation of Phi to Pi is
a relatively slow process [1,2]. Unfortunately, few studies document the influence of soil
properties or conditions on Phi oxidation kinetics. Research on Phi fate and transport and
the influence of variable electron acceptors that facilitate Phi oxidation in soils is needed.

Since P is an integral component of soil organic matter, transformations of mineral P in
parent materials to inorganic and organic soil P dominantly involves Pi; however, Phi is also
involved depending on soil environmental conditions. In a review of organic P compounds
in soils, organic P is dominantly comprised of Pi-based compounds (phosphate esters),
although Phi-based compounds generally comprised ~ 2% of total P [16]. Cade-Menun [17]
reported Phi-based compounds (phosphonates) commonly accumulated in wet, cold, or
acidic soils with few phosphonate enzymes.

Although Phi compounds have been used as agricultural fungicides for several
decades, and Phi residues are more soluble in soils than Pi, concerns regarding water
quality have not surfaced. However, since Phi was traditionally regarded as metabol-
ically inert in animal and plant systems [3], Phi residues in soil can affect metabolism
of soil microflora, and these effects are very detrimental to their growth under low-Pi
conditions [11].

Chemical extraction methods are commonly used to quantify inorganic and organic P
concentrations in soil [18]. As described above, the dominant P fractions contributing to
plant available P in agricultural soils are Pi-based. Inorganic and organic Phi represents
a relatively small fraction of total P [16]. While P fractionation methods are widely used
to segregate P reserves into estimates of relative P availability [19], the contribution of
individual fractions to plant P uptake is difficult to quantify. Common soil test methods
used to extract soluble and readily available P fractions are well established and are
correlated with crop response to applied P, crop P removal, and provide the basis for
fertilizer and waste P recommendations [20]. Therefore, the primary driver to replenish
solution P from labile and non-labile P is the soil’s P status as measured by accepted soil
test extraction, which represents P lability (availability) and bioavailability.

3. Microbial Oxidation of Phi to Pi

Oxidation of Phi to Pi is mediated by soil microorganisms, especially when Pi is
limiting. Adams and Conrad [21] were one of the first to study microbial oxidation of
Phi, concluding that Phi oxidation only occurred when bacteria were present; Pi was
preferentially incorporated by the bacteria (Phi absorbed after Pi was depleted); and the
oxidation process was intracellular. In addition, Phi was metabolized by a variety of
microorganisms (e.g., bacteria, fungi, and actinomycetes). Again, when Phi and Pi are
included in the substrate, microbes preferentially used Pi until depleted, then utilized Phi.
Similarly, Casida [22] showed that Pseudomonas fluorescens 195 oxidized Phi with subsequent
Pi transport out of the cell. The rate (half-life) of microbial oxidation of Phi was reported to
be ~15 weeks [23]. In contrast, Loera-Quezada [24] reported several species of microalgae
(C. reinhardtii, B. braunii, E. oleoabundans) were unable to oxidize Phi to Pi and utilize Phi
as a sole P source. Although growth of C. reinhardtii was inhibited by Phi, transfer to Pi
restored normal growth, demonstrating Phi is not toxic to microalgae.

Bezuidenhout [25] and Ohtake [26] reported that Phi may be microbially oxidized
within plant tissues. They isolated entophytic bacteria (e.g., alcaligenes, pseudomonas, and
serratia) capable of in vitro oxidation of Phi in avocado root and leaves. Although most
suggest Phi is fairly persistent within the plant due to limited capacity to oxidize Phi to
Pi, few studies provide careful analysis of the Phi→ Pi transformation kinetics following
application and absorption in the plant. Other researchers have also studied bacterial
oxidation of Phi in soil [9,27,28].

Since the Phi to Pi oxidation rate will be influenced by soil chemical conditions (e.g.,
pH, redox potential, soil water content, soil organic matter content, etc.), observations of
plant responses to soil applied Phi are likely related to conditions favorable to increased
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reaction kinetics of Phi to Pi oxidation [29]. Since Phi is more soluble and less reactive with
charged surfaces in soils, increased Phi transport in gravitational water could increase Phi
access by deeper roots, which may increase total P uptake. If Phi adsorption potential is
less than Pi, then reduced P fixation may explain improved growth on Phi-treated soils,
following the normal delay associated with microbial oxidation.

In most cases, organisms were able to oxidize Phi or hypophosphite under aerobic
and anaerobic conditions. Evidence from Pseudomonas stutzeri WM88 suggests that hy-
pophosphite is oxidized to Phi, then to Pi [28]. In addition, anaerobic bacteria Bacillus and
Pseudomonas stutzeri can oxidize Phi under denitrifying conditions [30,31]. Costas [32] were
the first to identify a specific enzyme phosphite dehydrogenase that catalyzes Phi oxidation by
Pseudomonas stutzeri WM88. Phosphite dehydrogenase enables microbial growth using Phi
as the sole P source, where the enzyme catalyzes oxidation of Phi to Pi with the concurrent
reduction of NAD+ to NADH [33].

In addition, Desulfotignum phosphitoxidans was isolated from marine environments
that coupled anaerobic oxidation of Phi with reduction of sulfate (SO4

2−) to hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) [34]. Other bacteria including agrobacterium tumafaciens, bacillus caldolyticus,
escherichia coli, serratia marcescens, and numerous pseudomonas species (aeruginosa, fluorescens,
and stutzeri) are capable of oxidizing Phi or hypophosphite [5]. Recently, Simeonova [35]
identified specific genes involved in Phi uptake and oxidation by these and other bacteria.
Clearly, diverse microorganisms are capable of metabolizing reduced P species such that
these compounds may be important to P cycling in terrestrial ecosystems [12,36].

Specific pathways for metabolic oxidation of Phi have been recently described. In
Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas stutzeri, P-C lyase and alkaline phosphatase enzymes
hydrolyze Phi and phosphate esters [37–39]. In Pseudomonas stutzeri, Phi is also oxidized
through Phi:NAD+ oxidoreductase [32,40]. Potential mechanisms for enzyme mediated
oxidation of Phi in soils have been suggested by Figueroa and Coates [41] and White
and Metcalf [40]. Similarly, Yang and Metcalf [39] documented that bacterial alkaline
phosphatase enzyme in Escherichia coli can oxidize Phi in vivo and in vitro using only water
as the electron acceptor.

Phosphate solubilizing microorganisms (PSMs) represent microflora important to
organic P mineralization, solubilizing inorganic P minerals, and storing large amounts of P
in microbial biomass. Rawat et al. [42] documented the diversity in PSMs in soil including
over 40 bacteria, cyanobacteria, and actinomycetes and 15 fungi including several vesicular
arbuscular mycorrhizae. PSMs exude phosphatase enzymes, chelates, and organic acids,
with a concomitant decrease in soil pH to solubilize (oxidize) soil P into plant available
Pi. One class of enzymes exuded are phosphonatases/carbon–phosphorus (C–P) lyases,
which catalyze cleavage of the C–P bond of Phi and conversion to Pi [43,44], although the
activity of C–P lyases is generally lower than PSMs for Pi. While the mechanisms behind P
solubilization by PSM are relatively well documented in vitro [44,45], less is known about
potential PSM mediated oxidation of Phi to Pi. Raymond [46] provided an alternative
perspective that although PSMs dominantly have the capacity to solubilize P to meet their
own needs, it is the turnover of the microbial biomass that subsequently provides Pi to
plants over a longer time. Thus, it likely will require substantial research to identify and
quantify soil amendments that may facilitate microbial oxidation of Phi to Pi.

Since abiotic Phi oxidation is very slow, microbial oxidation dominates Phi oxida-
tion [11,47]. After Phi addition, soil microorganisms must adapt to the elevated soil Phi
where oxidation to Pi would likely occur from two weeks to four months depending on
soil environmental conditions [48,49]. Therefore, additional studies designed to quantify
Phi oxidation kinetics in soil may guide management decision for Phi use as a soil applied
P source.

4. Phi Uptake, Translocation, and Utilization in Plants

It is suggested that plants absorb Phi and Pi by the same active transport system,
competing for entry into the cell, although some suggest that plant cells may absorb Phi
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more rapidly than Pi [50]. Elevated Phi concentrations throughout the plant following
foliar or root application demonstrates that Phi is readily transported in the xylem and
phloem [51–54]. Absorption and accumulation of Phi applied to either roots or leaves have
been quantified in in vivo experiments [55,56].

Although plants readily absorb and translocate Phi, it does not appear to be readily
oxidized or metabolized in plants and, thus, does not contribute to Pi nutrition [57–59].
Using in vivo 31P-NMR techniques, Danova-Alt [55] demonstrated that plant cells did
not oxidize Phi to Pi, while metabolite concentrations increased following Pi supplied to
cells previously treated with Phi. Phi was found to have negative effects on the growth
and metabolism of Pi deficient plants by suppressing the molecular and developmental
responses of plants to Pi deficiency [60]. McDonald [11] suggested that Phi may intensify
the effects of Pi deficiency by tricking Pi deficient cells into sensing they are Pi sufficient.
Thus, Phi accumulation and toxicity in plants is likely related to reduced Pi assimilation
and/or the inability to metabolize Phi or its oxidation to Pi in the cell [61]. Phi may also
be recognized or sensed in plants as Pi, preventing expression of Pi starvation responses
critical to sustaining plant growth and function under low soil P [11].

Once in the plant, Phi interferes with Pi metabolism likely by disrupting the induction
of enzymes characteristic for the Pi starvation response [62]. For example, Phi interferes by
down-regulating the induction of Pi enzymes including acid phosphatase, phosphoenol
pyruvate phosphatase, inorganic pyrophosphate-dependent phosphofructokinase, and
high-affinity Pi transporters [57,58]. Ticconi and Abel [63] and Varadarajan [60] quantified
Phi repression of nucleolytic enzyme activities and Pi starvation-induced genes in Bras-
sica and Arabidopsis. Moreover, Singh [64] demonstrated that Phi increases the onset of
programmed cell death in response to Pi starvation. These data suggest that despite its
mobility and transport through the plant, Phi is not recognized as a substrate by metabolic
Pi enzymes. Another distinct difference is that Pi can be assimilated into organic P com-
pounds within minutes of uptake, whereas plants lack the ability to assimilate Phi [1,3].
Furthermore, enzymes that catalyze the transfer of Pi discriminate between Pi and Phi [3].

If biotechnology can be utilized to enhance Pi acquisition in plants grown on Pi de-
ficient soils, then it may be possible to alter plant genes to enhance Phi metabolism or
oxidation to Pi [65,66]. Manipulation of selected genes in the bacteria Klebsiella aerogenes re-
sulted in increased oxidation and utilization of Phi [27]. More recently, Herrera-Estrella [67]
proposed methods to develop transgenic plants and fungi with modified genes carrying
a nucleic acid construct encoding an enzyme specific for Phi oxidation. Using transgenic
Arabidopsis and tobacco plants grown under greenhouse conditions, similar growth with
30–50% less Phi compared to Pi was reported, in addition to reduced weed pressure related
to Phi toxicity to weeds [68]. Using genetically engineered rice (codon-optimized ptxD
gene) Manna [69] reported enhanced root growth in the presence of Phi, while providing
significant control of weed species not able to metabolize Phi. These authors suggested
the potential for Phi as a pre- and post-emergent herbicide applied to Phi-metabolizing
transgenic crops. Ram [70] also demonstrated Phi-metabolizing properties in genetically
(phoA) altered rice. Using the phosphite dehydrogenase gene (ptxD) in cotton plants,
Pandeya [71] also demonstrated Phi to Pi metabolism, while providing significant control
of numerous weed species. Achary [72] summarized the potential for genetic engineering
of commercial plants to metabolize Phi, while maintaining biomass yield and quality and
providing valuable weed and disease control. Therefore, the technology and opportu-
nity exists for development of transgenic plants capable of metabolizing Phi or oxidizing
Phi to Pi.

5. Phi Use as a Plant Nutrient Source

Although Phi is used extensively as a fungicide, it is increasingly used as a P nu-
trient source. While significant increases in plant growth to Phi application have been
documented, most studies report either no response or decreased plant growth (Table 2).
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Table 2. Summary of reported Phi use as a P source.

Plant Application Method Plant Response * Reference

Arabidopsis Hydroponic Negative [62]

Bentgrass Foliar Yes [73,74]

Celery, spinach Hydroponic Negative 1 [75]

Citrus, avacado Foliar Yes [76–78]

Citrus Foliar Negative [79]

Common bean Soil, foliar Negative 1 [80,81]

Corn Foliar Negative 1 [54]

Corn Hydroponic Negative [82]

Corn Foliar No [83]

Cotton Foliar Yes 2 [71]

Cucumber Foliar Negative 1 [84]

Komatsuna Hydroponic Negative [85]

Oat, mustard, pea, (lupin) Soil No (Negative) [48]

Onion Hydroponic Negative [58]

Red clover, ryegrass Soil No [1]

Strawberry, lettuce, chard Hydroponic No [86,87]

Strawberry Hydroponic No [88]

Sweet potato Tissue culture No [89]

Tomato Hydroponic Negative [60]

Tomato, pepper Hydroponic Negative 1 [59]

Tomato Foliar No [90]

Winter wheat Foliar No [91]

Zucchini Soil, foliar Negative [51]

* negative = reduced growth; no = no response; yes = increased growth. 1 negative growth response under low P,
no response under adequate P supply. 2 response only with ptxD gene.

Reduced P fertilizers (H3PO3, Ca-Phi) were first used on red clover (Trifolium pretense
L.) and ryegrass (Lolium spp.), where forage yield decreased with Phi compared to Pi, and
was similar to untreated soil [1]. Fortunately, the residual Phi/Pi response was evaluated
where subsequent soybean (Glycine max L.) yield was greater in Phi and Pi treated soil
compared to untreated soil; likely residual applied Phi oxidized to Pi. More recently,
Fontana [48] conducted greenhouse studies to compare Ca-Phi (industrial waste) with
Ca-Pi (triple superphosphate) applied to several agronomic crops and found no differences
in biomass yield, microbial biomass P, and NaHCO3 extractable P. The lack of response to
Pi or Phi was due to sufficient soil test P levels. An increase in NaHCO3-P with applied
Phi suggests microbial oxidation of Phi to Pi occurred resulting in a residual value to
soil applied Phi reported by MacIntire [1]. Unfortunately, few studies quantify residual
availability of soil applied Phi. With soil applied Phi, soil microorganisms must adapt to
increased soil Phi requiring two weeks to four months for oxidation of Phi to Pi depending
on soil environmental conditions [48,49]. Thus, it is important to evaluate plant response
to soil applied Phi following sufficient time for Phi oxidation.

Interest in Phi as a potential P source greatly increased when Lovatt [76] documented
foliar Phi replaced Pi in some crops (e.g., citrus, avocados, summer squash, watermelon).
For example, foliar application of Phi to P deficient citrus seedlings increased growth
compared to Pi. She concluded that Phi was absorbed by citrus leaves and replaced Pi in
normal cell metabolism. Other studies with citrus showed increased flowering, fruit set,
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and fruit size with Phi application [77,78,92]. Unfortunately, the reported yield increases
were only compared to “untreated” trees; there were no significant differences in fruit
size between Phi and urea (no Phi), and neither study compared foliar Phi to Pi. In
contrast, Zambrosi [79] reported Phi applied to citrus root stocks grown in hydroponic
or sand culture decreased total dry matter, root growth, chlorophyll content, and net
CO2 assimilation.

Rickard [93] concluded Phi improved both yield and quality in numerous crops (e.g.,
broccoli, celery, onion, potato, pepper, tomato, orange, cherry, peach, raspberry, cotton,
alfalfa, and rice). Unfortunately, the field data presented were incomplete or misinterpreted.
In most of the studies reviewed, Phi treatments were compared to an “untreated control”
and not with Pi. Where Pi was applied, foliar Phi treatments were compared to soil applied
Pi. Finally, where mean separations were provided, Phi treatment effects were generally
not significant. In only two studies (alfalfa and oranges) were equivalent rates of foliar Phi
and Pi compared. There were no significant differences between P sources in orange leaf P
or root weight. Alfalfa dry matter was 11% greater with Pi than Phi. Rickard [93] concludes
that in each study Phi increased yield or P content over the untreated control, which
demonstrates that plants can utilize Phi as a nutrient source, assuming that the response
to Phi was not related to a reduction in disease pressure. McDonald [11] suggested that
claims of higher yields with Phi treated crops could be related to Phi oxidation to Pi or from
the fungicidal effects on selected plant pathogens.

Subsequent reviews on Phi use in agriculture argue that there is no published evidence
documenting Phi as a direct source of plant available P [61]. Ratjen and Gerendás [51]
showed increasing Phi decreased zucchini (Cucurbita pepo) dry matter yield, regardless of
Phi applied to roots or leaves. Increasing foliar Phi rate linearly decreased plant growth
with leaves exhibiting Phi toxicity symptoms at the highest Phi rate (4.5 g L−1). Leaf P
concentration increased with increasing Phi, likely due to decreased growth. These authors
confirm that P deficient plants are very sensitive to Phi, are nutritionally ineffective, and
are not a suitable P fertilizer. Using in vitro cultures of sweet potato nodes, Hirosse [89]
reported that increasing the proportion of Phi (0 → 100%) in solution decreased shoot
and root growth. As tissues matured, the negatives effects of Phi were less pronounced,
which was attributed to Pi translocation to new growth reducing the negative effects of Phi.
These results indicated that Phi cannot replace Pi in sweet potato tissue cultures. Similarly,
Sutradhar [83] showed foliar Phi did not increase corn yield and tissue P concentration
compared to soil applied Pi. They concluded that while significant Phi absorption occurred,
Phi contributed little or nothing to P nutritional needs of the plants.

Many studies reported Pi deficient plants are more sensitive to Phi application com-
pared to plants supplied with some Pi, where negative effects of Phi could be overcome
by Pi addition [11,56,58,64]. In field studies with corn grown in P deficient soil, foliar Pi
and Phi resulted in a 29% increase and 18% decrease in biomass yield, respectively [54].
Similar results were shown in greenhouse studies, although further yield loss was reported
with foliar Phi applied to plants grown under soil applied Phi, compared to foliar Phi
with soil applied Pi. They documented that Phi was readily absorbed by roots and leaves,
translocated throughout the plant, and was relatively stable in the plant (little Phi oxidation
to Pi), thus Phi was not available to the plant.

Substantial research demonstrates a significant difference in plant response to Phi
between deficient and sufficient plant or soil P status. In low (0.1 mM) or high (0.5 mM) Pi
nutrient solutions with Phi supplied at 0.1 and 2.0 mM, celery (Apium graveolens), root and
shoot growth were significantly reduced with high Phi and low Pi [75]. Normal growth was
observed with high Phi and Pi, whereas no reduction in growth of low Phi treated plants
at either Pi rate was observed. Increased shoot P in Phi treated plants did not result in
improved growth at low Pi, suggesting that absorbed Phi was not oxidized or metabolized
in the plant. Thao [52] also reported partial oxidation of Phi in plant tissue is unlikely to
be involved in increasing Pi in the plant. Similar studies with komatsuna plants (Brassica
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rapa) showed Phi had no effect on shoot or root growth under high Pi, whereas growth
significantly decreased under low Pi and concluded that Phi inhibited Pi uptake [85].

Ávila [80] grew common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) in low and adequate soil Pi fertilized
with increasing Phi (0→ 100 mg P dm−3 soil). In low Pi soil, Phi reduced plant growth
and grain yield only when Phi was ≥25 mg P dm−3 soil; Phi toxicity symptoms were also
observed. Moreover, foliar Phi (1 or 2 applications of 40 µM Phi or Pi) significantly reduced
bean growth and grain yield in low Pi soil, with no yield loss in adequate Pi soil. Similarly,
Avila [81] grew common bean in nutrient solutions at low and high Pi with increasing
Phi rates (0→ 512 µM). At low Pi, plant growth and grain yield were reduced, such that
when Phi was ≥64 µM plants were severely P deficient and bean pods failed to develop.
Concentration of P in Pi deficient plants was increased with increasing Phi; however, there
was no response in grain yield.

A number of studies documented significant effects of Phi on P starvation response
in plants. Plant response to Pi deficiency (Pi starvation response) includes changes in
root/shoot growth and morphology normally associated with increased root:shoot ratio;
anthocyanin accumulation; enhanced biochemical capacity for Pi acquisition; increased
root exudates that enhance mycorrhizal infection; and reduced cellular Pi demand for
metabolism [94–96]. Pi starvation responses are dominantly related to complex changes in
gene expression regulating cellular access to Pi, which some suggest also functions with
Phi [3,63,97,98].

With increasing Phi (0→ 3 mM) in hydroponic solutions, tomato (Lycopersicon escu-
lentum) growth was substantially reduced without Pi compared to adequate Pi [60]. In
addition, typical plant responses to Pi deficiency (increased root growth and root:shoot
ratio) were suppressed with added Phi (no Pi), compared to adequate Pi. Evaluating
treatment effects on gene expression, these authors provided molecular evidence that Pi
starvation induced genes (high-affinity Pi transporters, phosphatases, and glycerol-3-Pi
permease) are suppressed with Phi. Similarly, Carswell [58] reported decreased root:shoot
ratio with Phi treated onion (Allium cepa) and Brassica nigra plants compared to control
plants, which was attributed to Phi interference of Pi starvation response.

Using nutrient solutions containing 52 and 644 µM Pi, where each contained either
100% Pi or 75/25% Pi/Phi, Ávila [82] reported Phi reduced corn root/shoot growth and
total leaf area. Plants were subsequently removed from these solutions and immersed in
100% 31Pi and 50/50% 31Pi/31Phi solutions. These data showed that Phi inhibits Pi uptake
regardless of plant Pi status. In addition, Phi replacement stimulated guaiacol peroxidase
activity and lignin biosynthesis, which are both responses to P starvation.

Ticconi [62] grew Arabidopsis seedlings in low and high Pi (±RNA) nutrient solutions
with increasing Phi (1→ 12 mM). Phi (≥2.5 mM) significantly reduced plant growth in
high Pi and severely reduced growth in low Pi solution. The Phi inhibited growth was
correlated with lower plant Pi, which suggests competition between Phi and Pi absorption
and assimilation. At ≤2.5 mM, Phi influenced Pi starvation responses including greater
root:shoot ratio; enhanced root hair formation; anthocyanin accumulation; and repression
of nucleolytic enzymes (ribonuclease, phosphodiesterase, and acid phosphatase).

Foliar application of Phi on tomato had no effect on biomass yield, partitioning of
photosynthesis-related parameters, or nutrient concentration in plant tissues [90]. They
further concluded that Phi applications can be used to activate plant-defense responses,
but is not a relevant P source since Phi-containing products might suppress Pi-starvation
response in plants growing under low Pi conditions.

In nutrient solution studies with strawberry grown under increasing Phi supply
(0→ 50% total P), leaf P concentration increased with increasing Phi in the fruit develop-
ment phase [86]. Although fruit size or yield were not significantly increased compared to
the control (no P), supplying 30% Phi improved fruit quality and increased anthocyanins,
which are important plant defense mechanisms.

Over the last several decades, many experiments have been conducted to evaluate
the nutritional value of Phi compared to Pi. Although positive yield responses have been
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reported, the majority documented negative or no response to Phi compared to Pi. Results
from most studies must be carefully evaluated, because:

1. With any study conducted in hydroponic nutrient solutions, oxidation of Phi to Pi will
be limited, although maintaining Phi throughout the study is critical to evaluating
plant response to Phi compared to Pi.

2. Most studies do not include an assessment of fungal infections or their control with
Phi treatment.

3. In studies conducted in soil or other potting media, Phi oxidation to Pi is not gener-
ally assessed. More importantly, the residual availability of soil applied Phi is not
commonly quantified.

4. Although few have documented the potential for Phi oxidation in plant cells, most
studies do not assess Phi to Pi transformation in the plant, critical to assessing Phi
oxidation potential in the plant.

5. Results suggesting increased P nutrition by measuring total P (%) need to be moder-
ated with the nutrient concentrating effects of reductions in biomass yield.

6. Phi Use as a Plant Fungicide

Although some consider Phi effects on plant diseases an “indirect” effect, Phi can
enhance plant health directly through control of selected fungi on cultivated or native
plants. In general, Phi acts as a priming agent of several plant defense responses. Excellent
reviews on the use of Phi to control or reduce the severity of selected plant diseases
have been published [11,65,99,100]. Phi-based fungicides often are labeled as fertilizers
because of significantly less complex and costly regulatory approval processes required for
fertilizers compared to fungicides.

Use of Phi as a fungicide is primarily targeted to control of oomycete pathogens Phy-
tophthora cinnamomi, P. citrophthora, P. infestans, Plasmopara viticola, and others (Table 3).
Phytophthora strains vary in their sensitivity to Phi [50,101]. In these studies, growth of a
Phi-sensitive strain was inhibited regardless of Pi supply, whereas resistant strains were
inhibited by Phi only under low Pi supply. These strains excluded Phi more effectively than
the sensitive isolate at higher Pi levels. Phi is effective in controlling root and crown rot
caused by Phytophthora capsici [59]. Silva [102] reported a linear reduction in the severity
of downy mildew and a significant improvement in leaf area index in soybean with an
increase Phi. Shearer and Fairman [103] used foliar Phi on native Australian wildflowers
(Banksia brownii, B. baxteri or B. coccinea) infected with Phytophthora cinnamomi. Plant mor-
tality rate was significantly reduced following Phi application. Phi also controls Fusarium
oxysporum and Rhizoctonia solani [3], while Oka [104] reported control of nematodes with
soil applied Phi. In contrast, Graham [105] described significant Phi control of phytoph-
thora disease in citrus through both soil and foliar applications. Soil applied Phi was more
effective in controlling citrus root rot.
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Table 3. Summary of reported Phi control of fungal diseases in crops. Adapted from [99].

Plant Disease Causal Agent Reference

Apple Mouldy core Alternaria alternate [106]

Avacado Dieback Phytophthora cinnamomi [107]

Banksia Dieback Phytophthora cinnamomi [108]

Bentgrass Summer decline Pythium [73]

Cabbage Clubroot Plasmodiophora brassicae [109]

Chestnut Ink disease Phytophthora cambivora [110]

Cucumber Damping-off Pythium ultimum [111]

Grape Downy mildew Plasmopara viticola [112]

Lupin Dieback Phytophthora cinnamomi [113]

Maize Downy mildew Peronosclerospora sorghi [114]

Orange Brown rot Phytophthora citrophthora [53]

Papaya Fruit rot Phytophthora palmivora [113]

Pecan Scab Fusicladium effusum [115]

Pepper Crown and root rot Phytophthora capsici [59]

Potato Late blight Phytophthora infestans [116]

Potato Late blight Phytophthora infestans [117]

Potato Pink rot Phytophthora erythroseptica [118]

Potato Bacterial soft rot Erwinia carotovora [119]

Soybean Downey mildew Peronospora manshurica [102]

Strawberry Leather rot Phytophthora cactorum [120]

Tangelo Brown spot Alternaria alternata [121]

Tobacco Black shank Phytophthora nicotianae [113]

The antifungal properties of Phi were initially thought to occur in either the pathogen
(reducing spore germination and growth rate) or the host plant (stimulation of the plants’
own defense mechanisms). Fenn and Coffey [122] observed that Phi inhibited Phytophthora
mycelia in sterile culture. Guest and Grant [3] concluded that Phi inhibits phosphorylation
and disrupts P metabolism in Phytophthora by accumulation of polyphosphate and py-
rophosphate. Griffith [50] concluded that reduced adenylate synthesis in the fungi, which
causes a reduction ATP and NAD, is a primary site of action. As described earlier, Phi also
competes for Pi binding sites of phosphorylating enzymes. Thus, the antifungal effect of
Phi on oomycetes is likely related to interference of Phi with Pi metabolism. Since there is
evidence that plants do not metabolize Phi, its stability or persistence in plants provides
the deterrent to fungal attack [123].

Although most researchers agree with the direct antifungal effect of Phi on Phytoph-
thora metabolism, plants exhibit highly developed response mechanisms to reduce the
effects of an infectious organism [124]. Smillie [113] documented that Phi enables the
plant to maintain an antimicrobial environment. The fungal defense system has been
documented in studies measuring selected chemical inhibitors (e.g., aminooxyacetic acid;
aminohydrazinophenylpropionic acid) produced by the plant [3]. In addition, the Phi
concentration at the site of infection appears to be correlated with the expression of selected
genes involved in the antimicrobial response; at low Phi levels the antifungal metabolism
is triggered, whereas at higher concentrations, Phi directly inhibits fungal growth before
infection [124].

Ink disease (chestnut blight) in chestnut and walnut trees was significantly reduced
through stem injection of Phi before artificial inoculation with Phytophthora cinnamomi [110].
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In these trees, Phi confines the fungus by localized deposition of protective compounds that
subsequently dehydrate. Foliar Phi is also effective and recommended for use in chestnut
and walnut nurseries to prevent fungal infections. In addition, foliar applied Phi has been
shown effective in controlling pecan scab (Fusicladium effusum), although elevated levels of
Phi residues in pecan products is a concern [115]. With increasing use of Phi products in
organic production systems, management protocols to minimize Phi residues in fruit and
vegetable products are needed [125].

Several varieties of hot and sweet pepper, both resistant and susceptible to Phytophthora
capsici, were grown in Phi treated media [126]. Phi application reduced fungal infection
on the susceptible lines and several of the resistant varieties. In greenhouse hydroponic
culture studies on Phytophthora capsici inoculated pepper plants, Phytophthora crown rot
was significantly reduced with Phi compared with untreated or Pi treated plants.

Fungicides containing Phi can suppress foliar and soil-borne diseases [113]. With
foliar diseases, repeated applications are frequently needed as Phi should be present at the
time infection occurs. In contrast to non-systemic fungicides (e.g., mancozeb) labeled for
oomycetes, Phi is readily translocated throughout the plant, which is especially advantageous
for disease control in potato tubers and other underground plant tissue [127]. In potatoes,
Phi has been foliar applied during the growing season or sprayed on potatoes after harvest
both with excellent fungal disease control [118,128]. Field studies were conducted to
evaluate the effect of foliar application of Phi during potato tuberization [119]. After harvest,
potato slices were incubated following inoculation with Phytophthora infestans, Fusarium
solani and Erwinia carotovora. Tuber yield and dry weight were not affected by Phi treatment;
however, a significant reduction in disease infection was observed. Increased phytoalexin
content, as well as peroxidase and polyphenol oxidase activities in Phi treated plants,
suggests a Phi induced systemic defense response [129]. Similarly, Mohammad [117,130]
demonstrated potato plants treated with potassium Phi produced tubers with enhanced
phytophthora resistance compared to untreated plants. They determined the increased
disease resistance was related to increased specific phenol and phytoalexins production in
Phi treated plants. In field studies, Liljeroth [116] reported effective control of potato late
blight with Phi applied in combination with a non-systemic fungicide.

Evaluating effective management of summer decline in creeping bentgrass caused
by pythium, Lucas [73] documented improved turf quality and shoot growth after foliar
application of Phi. Similarly, Vincelli and Dixon [131] documented excellent control of
dollar spot and some improvement in turf quality with foliar applications of Phi. Similar
results were reported for pythium control in bluegrass [132]. Pythium blight suppression
due to Phi treatments on perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.) and creeping bentgrass
(Agrostis stolonifera L.), and anthracnose basal rot on an annual bluegrass (Poa annua L.)
were reported [133,134]. Oka [104] reported significant control of nematodes (Heterodera
avenae, Meloidogyne marylandi) in wheat with soil applied Phi. Further studies are needed to
evaluate Phi as a cost effective alternative to traditional nematicides.

Over the last several decades, considerable evidence has been provided to establish
the value of Phi in suppressing a number of plant diseases. Several potential precautions
related to Phi use as a foliar or soil applied fungicide include:

1. The concern over increasing Phi persistence in soil that may impart selective pres-
sure on fungal resistance mechanisms, which may negatively influence symbiotic
relationships between plants and mycorrhizal fungi [11,135,136].

2. Use of Phi products may result in accumulation of presence of Phi residues in horti-
cultural products. For example, the European Union established a 2 ppm maximum
residue level (MRL) for Phi in horticultural products [125]. It takes relatively small
foliar or soil Phi application rates to result in Phi residues in marketable products [115].

7. Conclusions

Phosphite products are increasingly used for their antifungal and nutritional value.
Although there is substantial literature describing several mechanisms of plant disease
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control by Phi, less is known about Phi oxidation in plants to provide nutritional Pi. Applied
to soil, chemical oxidation of Phi is too slow to provide Pi; however, microbial oxidation in
soils has been documented and likely provides some level of plant available Pi, increasing
with reaction time. Additional research is needed to quantify the kinetics of residual
availability of soil applied Phi. Although Phi can be absorbed by most plants through the
leaves and/or roots, its direct use as a nutrient source has been questioned. Generally,
the effects of Phi on crops are strongly dependent on the P nutrient status of the plant.
Any negative effect of Phi on plant growth is usually observed in severely Pi deficient
plants compared to plants with elevated Pi supply. Literature supporting positive plant
responses to Phi + Pi applied to plants with less than optimum Pi supply is variable; where
positive responses to Phi have been attributed to some level of fungal disease control. While
considerable evidence exists for cellular oxidation of Phi in soil microorganisms, only a
few studies have provided evidence of Phi oxidation through specific enzymes genetically
controlled in plant cells. There is increasing evidence of the potential to manipulate plant
genes to enhance plant metabolism of Phi in plants. Since Phi oxidation occurs slowly in
soils, additional information is needed to characterize Phi oxidation kinetics under variable
soil and environmental conditions. It may also be important to evaluate the impact of
electron acceptors applied in combination with Phi to control the kinetics of Phi oxidation
to benefit plant recovery of applied Phi. Genetic engineering of crop plants to sustain
growth and yield with Phi + Pi provides a dual fertilization–weed control system. Further
advances in genetic manipulation of plants to utilize Phi are warranted.
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